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FAQ0133 

Frequently Asked Questions 

Peripheral event interrupt handing process  

 

Questions:  

The application usually uses peripheral interrupts to respond to callback tasks corresponding to event flags in 
the interrupt function, in order to achieve fast task handling. However, most peripherals feature multiple event 
flags that can trigger interrupts. It is therefore important for users to know how to accurately locate and 
respond to callback tasks. This document is written o present users with a solution to this issue. 

 

Answer： 

Here we use USART2 as an example to explain interrupt response procedures and relevant notes. 

1) Event flag is set 

When a condition to generate an event flag is met, hardware will set a corresponding event flag automatically. 

Example: RDBF flag is set as soon as USART2 receive data buffer is full. 

Note: An event flag is set once its corresponding event generation condition is satisfied, regardless of its 
corresponding interrupt enable status. 

2) Interrupt service response 

When an event flag is set and its corresponding peripheral interrupt is enabled, hardware requests an interrupt 
service application to the core via peripheral interrupt channels. 

Example: After USART2’s RDBF flag is set and RDBFIEN is enabled, a request of interrupt service will be 
sent to the core via USART2 peripheral interrupt channel. In the meantime, USART2’s NVIC pending bit 
indicates that there is a pending interrupt request, informing the code to jump to the interrupt service function 
to handle it. 

Note: If a peripheral interrupt is disabled, its corresponding event flag is set but would not request interrupt 
service from the core. 

3) Interrupt function execution 

When the interrupt response priority rule is met, code will automatically jump to the callback task in the 
interrupt function. 

An interrupt channel features several event flags that can trigger interrupts. Such event flags share the same 
NVIC pending bit, and this pending bit will be automatically cleared once code jumps to interrupt functions.  

Note: The setting of any event flag due to any interrupt enabled within interrupt channels would set the NVIC 
pending bit, without recording the count of NVIC pending bit. Such pending bit is automatically cleared by 
hardware after code jump to the corresponding interrupt function. 

In order to prevent missing callback tasks of event flags, it is necessary to differentiate event flags through 
software as shown below: 

Solution: How to avoid missing callback tasks? 

When using multiple event interrupts from the same peripheral, software can be used to differentiate which 
interrupt an event flag belongs to. 

In the interrupt function, check the status of every event flag to determine whether to respond to a callback 
task. 

Example: when using RDBF and TDBE interrupts of USART2, its interrupt function should be designed like 
below: 
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Users can also check our DEMO as a reference at the location path: 

AT32Fxxx_Firmware_Library_V2.x.x\project\at_start_fxxx\examples\spi\halfduplex_interrupt 

How to avoid improper execution of callback tasks? 

When using several event interrupts from the same peripheral, software can be used to differentiate which 
interrupt an event flag belongs to. 

In the interrupt function, check the interrupt status and flag status of every event to determine whether to 
respond to a callback task. 

Example: when using USART2’s RDBF interrupt, and TDBE interrupt on a time-sharing basis, its interrupt 
function should be designed like below: 

 

Users can also check our DEMO as a reference at the location path: 

AT32Fxxx_Firmware_Library_V2.x.x\project\at_start_fxxx\examples\spi\halfduplex_transceiver_switch 

4) End of interrupt and return 

When an interrupt callback task is executed, it is necessary to clear its event status flag by software as 
soon as possible. After that, code will automatically return to its main function. 

 

Type: MCU application 

Applicable products: AT32 Family 

Main function: Interrupts 

Other function: None 

 

  

void USART2_IRQHandler(void) 
{ 
  if(usart_flag_get(USART2, USART_RDBF_FLAG) != RESET) 
  { 
    /* user code */ 
  } 
 
  if(usart_flag_get(USART2, USART_TDBE_FLAG) != RESET) 
  { 
    /* user code */ 
  } 
} 

void USART2_IRQHandler(void) 
{ 
  if(usart_flag_get(USART2, USART_RDBF_FLAG) != RESET) 
  { 
    /* user code */ 
  } 
  if(USART2->ctrl1_bit.tdbeien != RESET) 
  { 
    if(usart_flag_get(USART2, USART_TDBE_FLAG) != RESET) 
    { 
      /* user code */ 
    } 
  } 
} 
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